
Liberty Investment Plan 
with Income.

For more details about benefits, definitions, guarantees, fees, limitations, charges, contributions / premiums or other conditions and associated risks, please speak to a Liberty Financial Adviser or your Broker.
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The greatest investment you can make is in yourself.
Start with a Liberty Investment Plan  

with Income. 
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The gig economy. The great resignation. These aren’t just 
some new parlances created by some bored futurists. 
These are real responses to the long-held belief that being 
employed full-time would hold some level of guarantee. 
But that’s no longer the case.

As a result, more and more people are looking for new 
ways to grow or supplement their monthly income.  
With Liberty’s Investment Plan with Income, you can use 
your returns to maintain your lifestyle, to build your side 
business, start a new business, or even reinvest.  
The choice is yours, and so is the certainty.
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Liberty’s Investment Plans with Income.
Through Liberty’s Investment Plans with Income, you can enjoy guaranteed payments over 
a period of time. Liberty provides a variety of Investment Plans with Income which are:

01. Investment Plan with Income: 
This consists of two portions, the investment plan and a guaranteed income annuity.

02. Guaranteed Income Annuity: 
This option pays annuity payments for a fixed number of years and then ceases.

03. Voluntary Annuity:  
This is available if you have a lump sum to invest which is not from  
the compulsory portion of a Retirement Annuity or Pension fund.

04. Guaranteed Investment Plan with Income: 
This consists of two portions, namely the guaranteed investment plan  
and the guaranteed income annuity.



Guaranteed payments:
Gives you the peace of mind of enjoying guaranteed income payments  
for a specified period of time. This also provides you with investing discipline,  
so you don’t spend your lump sum all in one go.  

Flexibility: 
You have the option to specify and income escalation. You can escalate  
the income up to a maximum where the single premium no longer applies,  
i.e. where you are only receiving income.

Guaranteed return: 
You will know the exact return you will receive from the product upfront. 
The Guarantee applies if you are invested for the entire investment period,  
and no withdrawals or switches take place.

Benefits of Liberty’s Investment Plan  
with Income.
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Investment breakdown.
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Minimum investment. Minimum Term.

01. Investment Plan with Income Minimum contribution per policy: R17 500

Minimum contribution per investment portfolio: R2 500

Five years

02. Guaranteed Income Annuity The annuity must fulfill the following criteria:
 � The minimum annuity amount payable per frequency is R150.
 � The purchase price, based on the options selected, must be at least R3 000.

The annuitant has the option  
to select a guaranteed period 
ranging from five to 20 years.

03. Voluntary Annuity The annuity must fulfill the following criteria:
 � The minimum annuity amount payable per frequency is R150.
 � The purchase price, based on the options selected, must be at least R3 000.

No minimum

04. Guaranteed Investment Plan  
with Income

 R250 000 Five years

How does Liberty Investment Plan with Income work?
You can work with your Financial Adviser to determine which investment plan with income is suitable for your needs.
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Fees.
Advice fees Other

01. Investment Plan with Income Investment Plan portion: Negotiable up to a maximum of 5%.
Guaranteed Income Annuity: Maximum commission of 1.5%  
of the premium is payable.

The charges and fees are embedded  
in the product.

02. Guaranteed Income Annuity A maximum of 1.5% (plus VAT) of the initial consideration is payable. The charges and fees are embedded 
 in the product.

03. Voluntary Annuity A maximum of 1.5% (plus VAT) of the initial consideration is payable. The charges and fees are embedded  
in the product.

04. Guaranteed Investment Plan  
with Income

Guaranteed Investment Plan: 
A maximum upfront commission of 3% of the single premium paid  
to the Guaranteed Investment Plan is available.

Guaranteed Income Annuity: 
A maximum upfront commission of 1.5% of the single premium paid  
to the Guaranteed Income Annuity is available.

The charges and fees are embedded  
in the product.

Speak to a Financial Adviser today to see how we can help you achieve financial freedom.
These are key fees, however not exhaustive. Full details on all charges and fees are contained on the policy quotation and associated policy terms and conditions.



Whether you need a little extra to get by on every month, 
or you want to invest more in your side business,  
we can help you achieve the financial certainty you 
need to write your own life story, with a Liberty 
Investment Plan with Income. 
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Disclaimer: The information contained in this document does not constitute tax, legal, financial, regulatory, accounting, technical or other advice. Any legal, technical, or product information contained in this document is subject to change from time to time.  
This document is a summary of the features of Liberty’s Investment Plans as at the time of publication. If there are any discrepancies between this document and the contractual terms and conditions the terms and conditions will prevail. Past performance cannot be  
relied on as an indication of future performance. Investment performance will depend on the growth in the underlying assets, which will be influenced by prevailing market conditions. Any recommendations made by an adviser or broker must take into consideration 
the client’s specific needs and unique circumstances.

Liberty Group Ltd is a licensed life Insurer of Liberty’s Investment Plans and an Authorised Financial Services Provider (no. 2409). Terms and Conditions apply.

For more details about benefits, definitions, guarantees, fees, tax, limitations, charges, premiums / contributions or other conditions  
and associated risks, please speak to a Liberty Financial Adviser or your Broker.


